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In the Eye of the Beholder

Author: William S. Wilson teaches at Queens Coliege
and writes frequently on contemporary art'

Josef Levi paints images which seem to blink and spin

as the spectator moves by them; his latest works

are shown at the Stable Gallery, New York, this month

Impermanence of visual experience is the only constant reality'
t *i.n to emphasize this mutability under varying conditions
of light and color.l Josef Levi

A cooversation with Josef Levi about his varied collection oi
primitive art begins with an appreciation of formal qualities--a
carving of a naked man is admired as a Cubist confrontation of

planesl But the feeling then reaches past the forms to the magical

iower-the wooden figure is touched, and the. forms seem to be

iouched into life. Josef Levi talks of myths and rituals' of shrouds

wovenformummies,andof..basketsfilledwithbonesstillfelt
tohavesomelifeaboutthem.',Arranthropologicalandobjective
interest in facts about time and place returns, but again and again

this neutral formalism warms into a feeling of identity with the

esthetic and magical purposes of the primitive artist' beyond ra-

tiooalist laws of thought.
Levi's own work is entirely of his time and place' New York

readyforthe'TOs.Itismadewithmodernmaterials_fluorescent

constructions with black-painted perforated metal and fluorescent light;
n,,i,opy,z (above), 1966,45 incheshigh; andsarigan' I03lz inches high'

Iosef Levi. Photo bY the author.



Josef Levi: N-YPG,1969, silk-screen on caovas, 22 inches high; in his show at Stable (Feb. l4-Mar. 5).

lights, Rustoleum and perforated metal-as well as more con-
ventional paint and canvas. These materials, and the principles
of light, color and optics involved in their use, do not add up
to the actual visual experience, which cannot be reduced to physi-
cal terms. The feeling of the image which is experienced by the
viewer, an image which fluctuates with his every fluctuation, is
a feeling of seeing more than the sum of the parts. The experience
is like an intellectual and emotional perception into the nature
of something, leaving in doubt the extent to which what is per-
ceived is actual, and how much it is the contribution of the per-
ceiver. Theory (from Greek thea, sight) rs like theater, always in
excess of the facts. The facts and details in Levi's work are clear,
but the sum of the clear details is improbable and undecidable. The
effect is that of a co-ordination of possibilities in a cool and ra-
tionat light. It is like an insight into insight, with doubt whether
it is only oneself one .sees, throwing a perceptual net over things,
or whether one has seen into something outside oneself. The mind
puts a construction on things, and the extent to which a person
participates in the construction of the sensible world can be a
problem for theory of knowledge, but a useful uncertainty for
magic and art. The improbable fluctuation of these inflexible
constructions and paintings provides an experience of unsupported
sensations which some viewers find insupportable. But the ex-

perience is sffuctured, and is reversible and repeatable. The physi-
cal support is there, so the experience is like the feeling accom-
panying an insight which is neither idle fancy nor obvious truth,
but an excitingly safe exploration into flexible identities ,and un-
specified possibilities. In experiencing these constructions, sight has
sight of its own limitations-of the extent to which it is put upon
by things; but it also sees its own strength, that it is somehow the
maker of the sights it sees.

Levi's love of art with a magical or religiotrs purpose provides
terms for thinking about his own work. He has little feeling fol
the idealized forms of Greece and Rome, or for traditional Eu-
ropean representationalism which frames solid bodies in absolute
space and time. For him, works in his collection cancel time-
"Here I can go back four centuries, here I can go back ten cen-
turies"-and cancel space, as African, Asian and American arti-
facts are comfortably mingled. Josef Levi, as a modern artist
surrounded by these enduring objects, feels a sympathy with
thei,r original purpos€s which themselves relied on sy'mpathetic
participation: "If a man believes that ,this fetish is going to work,
it will work." IIis own constructions do not look like masks or
idols, but they achieve something of the same presence, the feel-
ing of archaic illuminations which outwit rational categories. The
image of the hexagons in the constructions and paintings often



increases in size at an ismease in distance, colhadicting tle usual
laws of perspectiva And only by steppiog back, and finding the
right distaace, will the obiect teveal itself. Then what it reveals
is physical but not iuert, a ffuctuating aet of hexagons that seenos
outside tbe laws of ideatity, contradietions aad causality. When
I*vi says of primitive norls, 't doat see'how people can live
without them," he is saying that they have a magical Fower to
supprt life. His own work ofiers an animated encouater with
soasthitrg wlic.h i$ like conscious life becquse it is in the same

rel*ion to the material substratum as life is It has tbe "freedom
of forno within form" {Buytendiik) that lile has.

If we pry into the parfs of &ese works or the priaciples un-
derlying the paintings, they cotrtract into materials. But if we step
trac\ they double over in unverifiable solf-revelations. They are
like a field of tlought in which there is Eot a hierarcby $/ith
subordinate parts, but a feeliag of nets of light, with a complex
aad fluctuating lreave, an elusive orc&mtration Meeting one of
these works is like meetiag the radical of idea; it is an experience
of a delicate qpontaaeity, of transformatioas within a farniliar
f,ormat. 1{hen fosef I"evi says of aa African carving '"This spenks
to m€," he implies a theory of life a1d mind whish is visible in
the supple illuminations aad voluble forms ar*iculated in his con'
strustions and paintiags. The works ar€ &a it$ight iato a reality
of interwoven possibilities. Michael Polanyi defined it in "The
Unaccountable Element in Science": *Reality is something that
attracts our attentior by clues whirch tarass and beguile our
minds into Sefiiag ever clcser to il and which, since it owes
this attractive posrer to its iadependent existeac€, cao always
manife$t iaeE fu still uuexpeced rryBysl,z
I Art in Amaica" Summ, 1966,
Z Enoww and Bcing, p, 7,9'
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